
What are Issues for realizing fusion power plant?

Why do we need fusion?

What are Issues for realizing fusion power plant?

Requirements for fusion as a future energy source

Where are we?

Setting GOAL!



What are Issues for realizing fusion power plant?

Plasma Performances

Divertor: Heat Removal Heating & Current Drive Systems
Blanket  Breeding Blanket, Heat exchange

Superconducting Magnets

Coolant System
 BoP

Is ITER sufficient?



What are Issues for realizing fusion power plant?

1. Do we have enough plasma performance? 
2. Can we sustain fusion reactor condition stably?
3. Can fusion power be handled by surrounding wall?
4. Can we supply enough fuel?
5. Can we operate reactor without severe environmental problems? Safety, blanket 

technology
6. Can we reactor with reduced cost?
7. Integrated DEMO design and system development? Modelling and simulation
8. Alternative concepts to resolve any remaining problems?
9. Investment for R&D and demonstration?
10. License, code and standards, Public acceptance



Let’s design our own fusion reactor system

0. Setting goal: Term paper topics from fusion reactor technology 1 of last semester  

 Physics Validation Tokamak

 K-DEMO-based fusion reactor

 EU DEMO2-based fusion reactor

 Small fusion power plant (reference : SMART of fission)

 Hybrid reactor

 Spacecraft fusion reactor

 ST (Spherical Torus) fusion neutron source

 Negative Triangularity Tokamak

 SPARC-based compact fusion reactor

Compact ST fusion power plant (fusion version of SMART)



Let’s design our own fusion reactor system

0. Setting goal: Compact ST fusion power plant (fusion version of SMART)

 Power from SMART: 330 MWth, 100MWe

 Size of reactor from SMART: H=2m, D=1.83m  R=1.2m, a=0.8m, κ=2.0



Let’s design our own fusion reactor system

Plasma performances vs. Machine operation limits
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Let’s design our own fusion reactor system

1. Do we have enough plasma performance? 

 Sufficient fusion power for net electricity generation as required: Pf > 330 MWth, Pnet > 100MWe

 Sufficient heating power for required current drive power: PH > PCD (fb) 

 Sufficient alpha heating power compared to power loss: Pα + PH > Ploss (H factor) 

 High field, high current, low density limit, low bootstrap fraction and low βN gives low net electricity

Ip=10MA, Bo=9.0T, Pf=363MW, PH=50MW, βN=3.5, H=2.2, nG=0.5, fb=0.5, ηe=0.4, Pnet=71MW 

 High current/low field, high βN, low density limit and high bootstrap fraction meets most requirements

Ip=10MA, Bo=4.5T, Pf=363MW, PH=25MW, βN=7, H=2.5, nG=0.5, fb=0.7, ηe=0.4, Pnet=95MW 

 High field/low current, high βN, high H factor and high bootstrap fraction meets most requirements

Ip=5MA, Bo=9.0T, Pf=363MW, PH=10MW, βN=7, H=2.5, nG=1.0, fb=0.7, ηe=0.4, Pnet=113MW 

Plasma stability with high beta limits : high βN instead of high Ip

Plasma confinement with high E : high H factor

Steady-state with high fb : high qa with low Ip (high density limit)



Let’s design our own fusion reactor system

1. Do we have enough plasma performance? 

- Plasma stability with high beta limits : high βN instead of high Ip

S.A. Sabbagh et al, Nucl. Fusion 53, 104007 (2013)T.C. Luce, Phys. Plasmas 18, 030501 (2011)

High βN 

Stability

OK for high βN in ST ?



Let’s design our own fusion reactor system

1. Do we have enough plasma performance? 

- Plasma stability with beta limits : high βN 

- Steady-state with high fb and low fusion power : high q95, low PH&CD  high H

T.C. Luce, Phys. Plasmas 18, 030501 (2011)

High H

Confinement

G. SAIBENE  et al., Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 44, 1769(2002)

Difficulty in H factor, but uncertainties in scaling law ?



Let’s design our own fusion reactor system

1. Do we have enough plasma performance? 

- Plasma stability with beta limits : high βN 

- Steady-state with high fb and low fusion power : high q95, low PH&CD high H
- Plasma confinement with high E : high H factor with selected scaling law

Uncertainties in scaling law ?

Power balance needs to be estimated carefully. 
Confirmed only with simulation.



Let’s design our own fusion reactor system

1. Do we have enough plasma performance? 

Reversed shear scenario

A C C Sips et al, Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 47, A19 (2005)

- Plasma stability with beta limits : high βN 

- Steady-state at low fusion power and high fb : high q95

- Plasma confinement with high E : high H factor

Hybrid scenario

Experimental limitation?



Homework # 1

1. Plasma instabilities related to the plasma beta limit
2. Improved plasma confinement regimes
3. Tokamak plasma operation scenarios


